232       IX   ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
number p < inf fa, r2) such that the function x^ + ix2 ->/(*i, x2, c3,..., cp) is analytic
in the open subset |*i 4- ix2 — fci + /c2)| <p of C (identified to R2). Show that the
same property holds for every point (ck) e A (use (9.10.2) and (9.4.2)).
5.   Let S be the " shell" in Rp (p> 3) defined by
Suppose / is an analytic mapping of S into a complex Banach space E, and suppose
that for any u — (x3,..., xp), the mapping Xi + ix2 ->/(*i, x2, u) is analytic in a
neighborhood (in C) of every point of the cross section S(u) (if S(«) is not empty),
(a)   For any u = fc,..., xp) such that \\u \\2 = xl + ••••+- X2P < R2, let y(w) be the road
in C defined by r->(R2 - \\u\\2Y'2elt for -tt ^ t ^ w. Let
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where y = x^ + ix2, and/(>>, w) =f(xlyx2,u);g is defined for |z|2 + ||w||2 < R2, and
z -> #(z, h) is analytic for |z| < (R2 — ||« ||2)1/2. On the other hand, for any v = (^3,..., x'p)
such that >j|<R, let
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Show that hv(z,u) = g(z,u) for ||»||< ||«||< ||p|| + e and |z| < (R2 - ||v||2)1/2 (apply
Cauchy's theorem (9.6.3)). On the other hand, show that g(z, u) = /(z, u) for R — e <
uk IK R and |z|<(R2- ||w||2)1/2. Conclude that /can be extended to a function/
which is analytic in the whole ball B: x\ H	h *? < (R + e)2 (apply (9.4.2) and
Problem 3). Is the theorem still true for p = 2t
(b) When E= C, show that /(B) c/(S). (Apply the result of (a) to the function
!/(/- c), where c £/(S).) In particular, if/is bounded in S,/is bounded in B. Extend
that last property to the case in which E is a complex Hilbert space (method of
Problem 6 of Section 8.5).
11. LIOUVILLE'S THEOREM
(9.11.1) (Liouville's theorem) Let f be an entire function in Cp, with values
in a complex Banach space E. Suppose there exists two numbers a > 0, N > 0
such that ||/(z)|| < a(\ + (sup \Zj\f) in Cp. Then /(z) is the sum of a finite
number of "monomials" cnin2...nptf ...zn* with cni ...„ e E and
Let/(z)= £cvzv *n Cp, the power series being everywhere absolutely
V
convergent.  The  Cauchy  inequalities  (9.9.5)   applied   to  the   polydisk
\Zj\ ^R(l ^j ^ p) yields, for any v = (nl9 . . . , np)
Letting R tend to + oo, we see that cnv ...Mp = 0, unless /ij + • • • -f np

